
RC: White supremacy and the zero-sum game

LL: Limited future orientation

MR: Narrow focus on the individual and white supremacist ideology

C: limited future orientation and white supremacy

CM: White supremacy myth of American exceptionalism

RC: Really, they all impact our work.

MBN: Narrow focus on the individual, A-historical, and WSC

DS: Hi all! Participating from Ohio Dept of Health. of course, I find talking about the zero-sum game - Heather McGee - is a good conversation with others

DS: Sorry Heather McGhee
AKJ: Thank you for your patience with links, everyone!

AKJ: New downloadable health equity resource guide available now:

https://www.preventconnect.org/2022/10/new-downloadable-content-health-equity-approaches-to-prevention-resources/

Back to Basics publication: https://www.nsvrc.org/backtobasics


CDPH Economic Security Infographic https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CCDPHP/DCDIC/SACB/Pages/SexualViolencePrevention/Resources.aspx

DCADV White paper: https://dcadv.org/file_download/inline/3ae71aec-e683-4e1d-802b-316f0cf9ef27

AKJ: Please feel free to put any questions you may have for Nikki in the chat.

C: inability to work.

LL: Injury, financial insecurity, psychological, emotional, etc

KM: Trauma, disrupted childhoods, lost wages.

SW: Poor grades.

RC: Brain injury.

MBN: Economic, lifespan, health, education, housing.
P: alienation of under-supported communities from support resources.

RC: Sometimes the only safe housing is a hotel! Such an unsustainable use of resources!

AKJ: White paper: https://dcadv.org/file_download/inline/3ae71aec-e683-4e1d-802b-316f0cf9ef27

AKJ: INVEST DE: https://dcadv.org/file_download/inline/f4adaef2-db95-4084-869a-dd97781860c8

AKJ: I don’t have this one, but I will send include it in the email with the materials!

C: Can't wait to read the white paper!

KM: it will be interesting to see what the next 5-year period will bring. Thanks, Nikki

LL: Thank you very much. Great work going on in DE! :)

C: It’s really exciting to see what you accomplished in DE, Nikki!

GD: Go, Delaware!!!

JH: Awesome! Thanks so much for sharing Nikki! Exciting to hear about all the great work happening in DE.

AB: This was so informative! I’m so glad to hear of progress across the country. I have to hop off but thank you so much Prevent Connect and Delaware! (Apologies to RI)
RC: Understanding the landscape is so important. Building our knowledge about policies and how economic justice or injustice is playing out in the state. Sometimes it feels like we are not ‘doing’ enough when we need to pause and learn.

C: It’s so true, @Rebecca. Thinking of how Ashleigh started off the slides re: barriers: white supremacy culture and orientation to time.

MBN: That’s a HUGE pivot!

SW: Nice!

KM: Very nice - great video

NK: that was amazing!!!

MBN: Really well done!!!

P: Excellent video

RC: Well done!

AKJ: That video is incredible- what a beautiful community of leaders!

TC: thank you for an insightful discussion, and an incredibly productive 90 minutes of learning and sharing. Nikki, I appreciate the thoughtful presentation, and to my RI colleagues, fantastic leadership Krista and Cynthia!

RC: This webinar has given me so much to think about, especially moving forward. Thank you all for sharing this afternoon!

LL: Thank you RI for sharing your insights and work with us. Really inspiring!

C: Shout out to Rebecca (on today’s call) and her colleagues!

MBN: I love this slide. We should all have a slide like this!

NK: YES! I agree

KD: Thanks all for your feedback! Please contact us with any thoughts or questions, at any time. Krista D’Amico, Director of Prevention krista@ricadv.org, Cynthia Roberts, Ph.D., Evaluator cynthia@ricadv.org

C: thank you so much, everyone.

RC: Thank you! Great webinar!

MBN: Thank you Ashleigh and all of the presenters!!!

SW: Thank you. Great information.

MC: Thank you! Have a great weekend!

CM: Thank you! Excellent presentations!!

MR: Thank you!

EG: Thank you.